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UNIT: Diablo Canyon 1

DOCKET No.: 50-275
LICENSEE: Pacific Gas 5 Electric Co.
NSSS/AE: Westinghouse/Utility

SUBJECT: GOUGES IN HAIN COOLANT SYSTE!4 PIPING

EVENT DATE: 4/19/83 (LER 83-004/08T-0)

TR REPORT NO.: AEOD/T322
DT: J 15,~
EVALUATOR/CONTACT:, D. Zukor

SUYiMARY

On April 19', 1983 gouges were found on the main coolant piping. The damage was
intentional. It is not known who was responsible.

DISCUSSION

On April 19, 1983 while reinstalling radiant insulation on the discharge piping
of the reactor. coolant pump, workers noticed damage to the piping surface. It
consisted of a 1/8" deep by 2" long grinding gouge and a smaller gouge. It was
determined that the damage was intentional since 20 to.30 seconds were required

'to duplicate the damage in a similar piece of pipe.
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Although there have been numerous rumors regarding other incidents of damage or
mischievious acts at the plant, none could be substantiated. No reason has been
found for the damage. There is speculation that it could be a result of low
morale and resentment by the workforce to Bechtel's efforts to increase worker
productivity.

On March 11, 1983, the NRC issued Diablo Canyon a license amendment suspending
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55. This permitted anyone with a "reason for
entering the plant" to enter the protected area boundary without an escort or
further access controls, except for the fuel storage pools. Although the licensee
is not required to screen workers'ackgrounds, they have voluntarily chosen to
do so. However, workers are allowed unescorted access while the background check
is in progress. If the investigation indicates aberrant behavior and the worker
is still on site, he is immediately terminated. Frequently the background check
takes two to four weeks and the worker has done his job and left the site before
the results are in. Contractors screen their own personnel for unescorted access
according to PGSE procedures. This level of background screening and security
is higher than is normally enforced for a plant under construction.

On May 5, 1983 the licensee sent to HRC a list of the corrective actions taken to
assure that the reactor coolant pressure boundary is undamaged and to preclude
future incidents of this kind. They include the following:

1. A 100% visual inspection of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary
where insulation was removed will be conducted prior to fuel load.

2. Prior to heatup, all uninsulated Class 2 piping connecting to the reactor
. coolant system inside containment will have a 100'X visual inspection.

3. .Briefings have been held with construction and contractor supervision and
PGEE Nuclear Plant Operations personnel to inform them of the incident in
order to increase general awareness and to promote watchfulness for
potential similar events.

4. Since the middle of March, the Project has added-a substantial number of
~ additional supervisors to monitor all construction activities within the

Protected Area. This increased supervision should serve as a deterrent
to future incidents of. this nature.

5. As a result of this occurrence, construction supervisors have been
instructed to increase their awareness of specific work tasks in progress
and specific individuals assigned to each work task.

6. As a result of this occurrence, the Security Department has increased the
frequency of patrols within the work force areas in 'order to increase the
visibility of security forces.

7- Project startup engineers and/or plant personnel are continuing daily
walkdown and in'spection of Unit 1 vital areas. They are instructed to
be alert for and report any anomalous conditions observed.
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, 8. Construction personnel have been and will continue to be informed of
job security as it relates to work schedules in order to minimize the
possibility of deliberate acts to extend work.

9. Investiga'tion is. continuing in an effort to identify the individual or
individuals responsible for this incident.

10. PGRE, as a member of the Construction Industry Crime Prevention Program,
is instituting their program at Diablo Canyon. A key feature of this
program is the offering of a reward of up to $ 1000 for information result-
ing in arrest, restitution or recovery of theft or vandalism of tools,
equipment, material or property.

A bull'etin calling attention to this program will be distributed to all
Project personnel and other on-site PGEE personnel this week. In addition,

.a training program discussing vandalism; including penalties, reporting,
potential risks to the public, and possible types of vandalism is in
preparation and is scheduled to be implemented by the middle of t1ay.

Finally, posters explaining the Construction Industry Crime Prevention
Program aye being placed at various. locations throughout the plant.

A special mischievious incident occurred on May 25, 1983. A mock explosive
'device was found located inside an electrical storage room, apparently as a
prank. No damage resulted to the plant.

CONCLUSIONS

If the security problems are a result of low morale, this appears to be the
only area where neither Bechtel nor the licensee has taken any action.
Diablo Canyon will be watched for future incidents of mischievious damage
to determine if the increased security measures have proven successful.




